
DIGIMON CARD GAME ACROSS TIME [BT12]

BT12
№ Card Name Ｑ Ａ
BT12-001 Gigimon

1 What does "Add 1000 to the maximum
your DP-based deletion effects can
delete" in this card mean?

It means that effects that choose
targets to delete based on DP have
their reference DP increased by 1000,
such as "Delete a Digimon with .... DP
or less" and "Choose any number of
your opponent's Digimon whose total
DP adds up to .... DP and delete
them.", among others.
However, it does not affect deletion
effects that do not have a written DP
value in their text, such as "Delete 1 of
your opponent's Digimon with DP less
than or equal to this Digimon's DP".

BT12-016 WarGrowlmon
1 When this Digimon's [When

Digivolving] effect doesn't delete any of
my opponent's Digimon, does the effect
let it digivolve into [BT5-081
ChaosGallantmon], [BT9-017
Gallantmon (X Antibody)], or [EX2-073
Gallantmon Crimson Mode]?

Digivolution into [BT9-017 Gallantmon
(X Antibody)] is possible.
Digivolution into [BT5-081
ChaosGallantmon] isn't possible
because the digivolution requirements
aren't met.
[EX2-073 Gallantmon Crimson Mode] is
level 7, so digivolution isn't possible.

2 If a Digimon with this card in its
digivolution cards attacks and is deleted
in a battle during that attack, does this
card's [End of Attack] inherited effect
activate?

No, it doesn't activate.

BT12-021 Veemon
1 If the 3 cards revealed by this card's

effect only include 1 Digimon card with
[Imperialdramon] in its name or the
[Free] trait, or 1 Tamer card with
[Davis Motomiya] in its name among
them, can I still add a card to my
hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card
with [Imperialdramon] in its name or
the [Free] trait, or a Tamer card with
[Davis Motomiya] in its name is among
the cards revealed, you can add it to
your hand.

2 If the 3 cards revealed by this card's
effect include both a Digimon card with
[Imperialdramon] in its name or the
[Free] trait, and a Tamer card with
[Davis Motomiya] in its name among
them, can I choose to only add one of
them to my hand and return the rest to
the bottom of the deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 card
[...] and 1 Tamer card [...] among
them to your hand,” so you must add
as many cards to your hand as
possible.

3 This card's effect reveals 3 cards. If a
[BT8-088 Davis Motomiya & Ken
Ichijoji] is among the cards revealed,
can I add that card to my hand?

Yes, it's a Tamer card with [Davis
Motomiya] in its name, so you can add
it to your hand.

BT12-024 Ranamon
1 If this card has a Tamer card in its

digivolution cards, does that Tamer
cardʼs [Security] effect become an
inherited effect?

No, Tamer cards' [Security] effects
aren't inherited effects. Some Tamer
cards do have inherited effects, and
those can be activated when such cards
are placed in digivolution cards.

2 Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve
this card onto a level 3 Digimon that
meets the digivolution requirements?

Yes, you can.

3 After this card's effect causes a Tamer
card to end up in its digivolution cards,
is that card affected by effects that
trash digivolution cards?

Yes, it is. However, if the effect
specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg cards,
or any other type of card that isn't a
Tamer card, it can't be targeted by that
effect.



4 If I digivolve this card on top of a
Tamer card, do I still get the
digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve onto
a Tamer card, make sure to draw 1
card as the digivolution bonus.

5 Can I attack during the turn I digivolve
this card on top of a Tamer card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as
“playing” a card, so you can attack that
turn.

6 On the turn I have played a Tamer, I
digivolve it into this Digimon. During
that same turn, can this Digimon
attack?

No. Digimon cannot attack on the turn
they were played, and because the
Tamer was played that turn, the
restriction still applies to the Digimon
that digivolved onto it.

7 If I've digivolved this card on top of a
Tamer card and the Digimon is deleted,
what happens to the Tamer card?

Itʼs trashed.

BT12-025 Calmaramon
1 If this card has a Tamer card in its

digivolution cards, does that Tamer
cardʼs [Security] effect become an
inherited effect?

No, Tamer cards' [Security] effects
aren't inherited effects. Some Tamer
cards do have inherited effects, and
those can be activated when such cards
are placed in digivolution cards.

2 Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve
this card onto a level 3 Digimon that
meets the digivolution requirements?

Yes, you can.

3 After this card's effect causes a Tamer
card to end up in its digivolution cards,
is that card affected by effects that
trash digivolution cards?

Yes, it is. However, if the effect
specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg cards,
or any other type of card that isn't a
Tamer card, it can't be targeted by that
effect.

4 If I digivolve this card on top of a
Tamer card, do I still get the
digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve onto
a Tamer card, make sure to draw 1
card as the digivolution bonus.

5 Can I attack during the turn I digivolve
this card on top of a Tamer card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as
“playing” a card, so you can attack that
turn.

6 On the turn I have played a Tamer, I
digivolve it into this Digimon. During
that same turn, can this Digimon
attack?

No. Digimon cannot attack on the turn
they were played, and because the
Tamer was played that turn, the
restriction still applies to the Digimon
that digivolved onto it.

7 If I've digivolved this card on top of a
Tamer card and the Digimon is deleted,
what happens to the Tamer card?

Itʼs trashed.

BT12-026 ShogunGekomon
1 Does this card's [All Turns] effect

activate when my opponent's Digimon
activates <Digi-Burst>?

Yes, it does.

BT12-027 Mermaimon
1 When this card's effect places 1 of my

other blue Digimon as this Digimon's
bottom digivolution card, what happens
to that Digimon's digivolution cards?

They're trashed.

2 When this card's effect places 1 of my
other blue Digimon as this Digimon's
bottom digivolution card, if that
Digimon has [BT9-109 X Antibody] in
its digivolution cards, what happens to
that card?

It's not being trashed by the effect, it's
being trashed because of the rules, so
[BT9-109 X Antibody] does still get
trashed.



BT12-031 Imperialdramon: Fighter Mode
1 When there are 3 or more colors in this

card's digivolution cards, does it gain
<Security Attack +2> from its [All
Turns] effect?

No, it doesn't. This effect reads "While
it has 2 or more colors in its
digivolution cards, it gains <Security
Attack +1> and <Blocker>," so the
gained effect doesn't change even if
there are 3 or more colors in the
digivolution cards.

BT12-034 Agumon
1 This cardʼs effect reveals 4 cards. If the

cards revealed only include a Digimon
card with [Greymon] in its name or
[Marcus Damon], can I still add a card
to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card
with [Greymon] in its name or [Marcus
Damon] is among the cards revealed,
you can add it to your hand.

2 This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a Digimon card with [Greymon] in
its name and [Marcus Damon] are
among the cards revealed, can I choose
to only add one of them to my hand,
and place the other cards at the bottom
of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
Digimon card [...] and 1 [Marcus
Damon] among them to your hand,” so
you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

BT12-039 Gokuumon
1 What kind of Digimon does this effect's

"Digimon with <Security Attack>" refer
to?

It refers to Digimon affected by
<Security Attack +> or <Security
Attack -> effects.

BT12-040 Sagomon
1 What kind of Digimon does this effect's

"Digimon with <Security Attack>" refer
to?

It refers to Digimon affected by
<Security Attack +> or <Security
Attack -> effects.

BT12-043 ShineGreymon
1 Can my [Marcus Damon] Tamer, that

gains +3000 DP and <Security Attack
+1> from this card's [Your Turn]
effect, attack as just a Tamer?

No. Tamers cannot attack, so a [Marcus
Damon] Tamer in the battle area can't
attack. However, if an effect such as
the one on [BT12-092 Marcus Damon]
causes it to be treated as a Digimon,
then it is able to attack.

2 When an effect that targets Digimon
with 3000 DP or less is activated, can a
[Marcus Damon] that gains +3000 DP
from this card's [Your Turn] effect be
chosen as a target for that effect?

No, effects that target Digimon can't
target a [Marcus Damon] that's just a
Tamer in the battle area.

3 My [Marcus Damon] digivolved into a
Digimon with a "you may digivolve as if
your Tamer is a level 3 Digimon" effect.
In such cases, what happens to the
+3000 DP/<Security Attack +1> that
[Marcus Damon] gained from this
card's [Your Turn] effect?

This effect is not an effect with a set
duration such as "for the turn," so the
effect is lost unless the Digimon's name
is still [Marcus Damon] after
digivolving.

4 Is a [Marcus Damon] that gained
+3000 DP by this card's [Your Turn]
effect treated as a Tamer with 3000
DP?

No, Tamers can't have DP, so it's not
treated as a Tamer with 3000 DP.

BT12-044 Lampmon
1 What kind of Digimon does this effect's

"Digimon with <Security Attack>" refer
to?

It refers to Digimon affected by
<Security Attack +> or <Security
Attack -> effects.

BT12-047 Wormmon
1 If the 3 cards revealed by this card's

effect only include a Digimon card with
[Imperialdramon] in its name or the
[Free] trait, or a Tamer card with [Ken
Ichijoji] in its name among them, can I
still ad a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a card with
[Imperialdramon] in its name or the
[Free] trait or a card with [Ken Ichijoji]
in its name is among the cards
revealed, you can add it to your hand.



2 If the 3 cards revealed by this card's
effect include both a Digimon card with
[Imperialdramon] in its name or the
[Free] trait, and a Tamer card with
[Ken Ichijoji] in its name among them,
can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand and return the others to the
bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 card
[...] and 1 card [...] among them to
your hand,” so you must add as many
cards to your hand as possible.

BT12-048 Dracmon
1 With this card's [On Play] effect, can I

reveal 3 Tamer cards from my hand but
not return them to the bottom of my
deck?

No, you can't.
The condition for this card's [On Play]
effect is "By revealing up to 3 Tamer
cards in your hand and placing them at
the bottom of your deck in any order,"
and you can't perform only a part of it.
If you reveal 3 Tamer cards from your
hand, you must return all of them to
the bottom of your deck.

BT12-055 Dinobeemon
1 What happens to this card's [When

Digivolving] effect if my opponent
doesn't have any Digimon that can be
attacked?

There is no target for the attack, so the
effect ends without an attack being
performed.

BT12-056 GranKuwagamon
1 What happens to this card's [When

Digivolving] effect if my opponent
doesn't have any Digimon that can be
attacked?

There is no target for the attack, so the
effect ends without an attack being
performed.

BT12-057 Quartzmon
1 How do I count "for every 2 suspended

Digimon and/or Tamers, gain 1
memory" for this card's [When
Digivolving] effect?

Count the total number of you and your
opponent's suspended Digimon and
suspended Tamers, then gain 1
memory for every 2.
For example, if you have 1 suspended
Digimon and 1 suspended Tamer while
your opponent has 2 suspended
Digimon, the total would be 4 and you
gain 2 memory.

2 If I have 2 or more of this Digimon in
the battle area, or if me and my
opponent have 1 or more each, does
this Digimon itself become unable to
unsuspend during the unsuspend phase
because of this card's [All Turns]
effect?

Yes, that's right.
Other [BT12-057 Quartzmon]'s [Other
than this Digimon, all Digimon and
Tamers don't unsuspend.]'s effect will
also activate, so if there's more than 1
of this Digimon in play, none of them
will be able to unsuspended during the
unsuspend phase.

3 If this Digimon is in play, and 2
suspended Digimon perform DNA
Digivolution, will that Digimon
unsuspend?

Yes, it unsuspends.
DNA Digivolution treats unsuspended
Digimon because of the DNA
Digivolution as new Digimon in the
battle area. This card's effect does not
affect it since it's not treated as a
suspended Digimon becoming
unsuspended

4 If this Digimon is in play, do other
Digimon or Tamers with effects such as
<Reboot> or "Unsuspend this..."
become unable to unsuspend?

Yes, that's right. Even with the
"Unsuspend this..." effect, they don't
unsuspend.



BT12-059 Agumon
1 This cardʼs effect reveals 4 cards. If the

cards revealed only include a Digimon
card with [Greymon] or [Omnimon] in
its name or 1 Tamer card with [Tai
Kamiya] in its name, can I still add a
card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card
with [Greymon] or [Omnimon] in its
name or 1 Tamer card with [Tai
Kamiya] in its name is among the cards
revealed, you can add it to your hand.

2 This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
both a Digimon card with [Greymon] or
[Omnimon] in its name and a Tamer
card with [Tai Kamiya] in its name are
among the cards revealed, can I choose
to only add one of them to my hand,
and return the other cards to the
bottom of my deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
Digimon card [...] and 1 Tamer card
[...] among them to your hand,” so you
must add as many cards to your hand
as possible.

3 This card's effect reveals 4 cards. If
[BT5-093 Tai Kamiya & Matt Ishida],
[BT9-084 Tai Kamiya & Kari Kamiya],
or [P-012 Tai Kamiya (V-Tamer)] is
one of the cards revealed, can I add
that card to my hand?

Yes, those are Tamer cards with [Tai
Kamiya] in their names, so you can add
one to your hand.

BT12-065 Sephirothmon
1 If this card has a Tamer card in its

digivolution cards, does that Tamer
cardʼs [Security] effect become an
inherited effect?

No, Tamer cards' [Security] effects
aren't inherited effects. Some Tamer
cards do have inherited effects, and
those can be activated when such cards
are placed in digivolution cards.

2 Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve
this card onto a level 3 Digimon that
meets the digivolution requirements?

Yes, you can.

3 After this card's effect causes a Tamer
card to end up in its digivolution cards,
is that card affected by effects that
trash digivolution cards?

Yes, it is. However, if the effect
specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg cards,
or any other type of card that isn't a
Tamer card, it can't be targeted by that
effect.

4 If I digivolve this card on top of a
Tamer card, do I still get the
digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve onto
a Tamer card, make sure to draw 1
card as the digivolution bonus.

5 Can I attack during the turn I digivolve
this card on top of a Tamer card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as
“playing” a card, so you can attack that
turn.

6 On the turn I have played a Tamer, I
digivolve it into this Digimon. During
that same turn, can this Digimon
attack?

No. Digimon cannot attack on the turn
they were played, and because the
Tamer was played that turn, the
restriction still applies to the Digimon
that digivolved onto it.

7 If I've digivolved this card on top of a
Tamer card and the Digimon is deleted,
what happens to the Tamer card?

Itʼs trashed.

8 Can I choose an opponent's Digimon
with a "can't attack" effect as the target
when I activate this card's [When
Digivolving] effect?

Yes, you can. However, in such cases
the "can't attack" effect prevents
making the attack.



9 What happens if this card's [When
Digivolving] effect activates twice and 2
of my opponent's Digimon gain the
"[Start of Your Main Phase] Attack with
this Digimon" effect?

At the start of your opponent's main
phase, the effects gained from this
card's effect are triggered at the same
time, and your opponent determines
which one activates first.
After effects such as [When Attacking]
have activated, and before the reaction
timing occurs, it is time to activate the
effect of the 2nd Digimon that was
pending activation. However, since the
1st Digimon is already attacking, the
effect ends without an attack made.
As a result, only the Digimon whose
effect was activated first can attack.

10 What happens if this card's [When
Digivolving] effect is activated on an
opponent's Digimon with an
"[Opponentʼs Turn] This Digimon isn't
affected by your opponentʼs effects"
effect?

You can still choose a "this Digimon
isn't affected by your opponentʼs
effects" Digimon as a target for the
effect. As soon as it becomes your
opponent's turn, that opposing Digimon
loses the "this Digimon isn't affected by
your opponentʼs effects" effect and is
affected by this card's effect.
As a result, the attack occurs at the
start of the main phase.

BT12-066 Mercurymon
1 If this card has a Tamer card in its

digivolution cards, does that Tamer
cardʼs [Security] effect become an
inherited effect?

No, Tamer cards' [Security] effects
aren't inherited effects. Some Tamer
cards do have inherited effects, and
those can be activated when such cards
are placed in digivolution cards.

2 Instead of a Tamer card, can I digivolve
this card onto a level 3 Digimon that
meets the digivolution requirements?

Yes, you can.

3 After this card's effect causes a Tamer
card to end up in its digivolution cards,
is that card affected by effects that
trash digivolution cards?

Yes, it is. However, if the effect
specifies Digimon cards, Digi-Egg cards,
or any other type of card that isn't a
Tamer card, it can't be targeted by that
effect.

4 If I digivolve this card on top of a
Tamer card, do I still get the
digivolution bonus?

Yes, you do. Even if you digivolve onto
a Tamer card, make sure to draw 1
card as the digivolution bonus.

5 Can I attack during the turn I digivolve
this card on top of a Tamer card?

Yes. Digivolution doesn't count as
“playing” a card, so you can attack that
turn.

6 On the turn I have played a Tamer, I
digivolve it into this Digimon. During
that same turn, can this Digimon
attack?

No. Digimon cannot attack on the turn
they were played, and because the
Tamer was played that turn, the
restriction still applies to the Digimon
that digivolved onto it.

7 If I've digivolved this card on top of a
Tamer card and the Digimon is deleted,
what happens to the Tamer card?

Itʼs trashed.

BT12-068 MetalGreymon
1 This Digimon attacks my opponent,

then my opponent activates <Blocker>.
Does this card's [All Turns] effect
activate?

Yes, <Blocker> causes the attack
target to switch, so the effect activates.



2 Does this card's [All Turns] effect
activate even when the attack whose
target is switched was made by one of
my other Digimon or an opponent's
Digimon?

Yes, it activates.

BT12-070 WarGreymon
1 This Digimon attacks my opponent,

then my opponent activates <Blocker>.
Does this card's [All Turns] effect
activate?

Yes, <Blocker> causes the attack
target to switch, so the effects activate.

2 Does this card's [All Turns] effect
activate even when the attack whose
target is switched was made by one of
my other Digimon or an opponent's
Digimon?

Yes, it activates.

BT12-071 AncientWisemon
1 If the cards revealed by this card's

effect include a Digimon card with a
play cost of 7 or more that could be
reduced to 6 or less by another effect,
can I play that card?

No, you can't.

BT12-072 Chaosdramon (X Antibody)
1 This Digimon has [EX3-013

Chaosdramon] in its digivolution cards.
and then an effect attempts to delete it.
Is it possible to first activate this card's
"When this Digimon would be deleted,
trash the top card of your opponent's
security stack" effect, trashing a
security card from the opponent's
security stack, and then activate [EX3-
13 Chaosdramon]'s "you may trash 2
level 5 cards in this Digimon's
digivolution cards to prevent it from
leaving play" effect and prevent the
deletion?

Yes, it is.

2 When this card digivolves from [EX3-
013 Chaosdramon], it gains all of the
effects of the [Chaosdramon] in its
digivolution cards. Does that mean
[EX3-013 Chaosdramon]'s [On
Play][When Digivolving] effect
activates?

Yes, it activates.
This card's "This Digimon gains all
effects of [Machinedramon] and
[Chaosdramon] cards in this Digimon's
digivolution cards" effect is an [All
Turns] effect, so it is active as soon as
the digivolution is confirmed. Therefore,
the [When Digivolving] effect is gained
and triggered.

BT12-078 Wizardmon (X Antibody)
1 Can I activate "Trash the top 2 cards of

your deck." of this card's [When
Digivolving] effect if [Wizardmon] or [X
Antibody] are in its digivolution cards
when digivolving into this card ?

No, you can't.
If [Wizardmon] or [X Antibody] are in
the digivolution cards, this Digimon
gains <Blocker> instead. You can't
activate "Trash the top 2 cards of your
deck".

BT12-083 Arresterdramon: Superior Mode
1 What does the "For each Tamer you

have in play with a different color"
condition in this card's [When
Digivolving] effect mean?

You count each of your Tamers with
different colors. If you have a 2-color
Tamer card, it counts as 1 Tamer with
a different color as long as 1 of the
colors is different from your other
Tamers.
For example, if you have 1 red Tamer,
1 blue/yellow Tamer, and 1 red/yellow
Tamer, you can count them as 1 red
Tamer, 1 blue Tamer, and 1 yellow
Tamer for a total of 3.



2 If this Digimon has 4 or more
digivolution cards, does its [End of Your
Turn] effect allow it to attack even if it
is suspended?

Yes, it can attack even when
suspended.

3 What happens if 2 of my [BT12-083
Arresterdramon: Superior Mode]'s [End
of Your Turn] effects activate?

At the end of your turn, if both of your
[BT12-083 Arresterdramon: Superior
Mode]'s effects are triggered at the
same time, you determine which one
activates first.
After effects such as [When Attacking]
have activated, and before the reaction
timing occurs, it is time to activate the
effect of the 2nd [BT12-083
Arresterdramon: Superior Mode] that
was pending activation. However, since
the 1st [BT12-083 Arresterdramon:
Superior Mode] is already attacking, the
effect ends without an attack made.
As a result, only the [BT12-083
Arresterdramon: Superior Mode] whose
effect was activated first can attack.

BT12-084 JetMervamon
1 I activated this card's [On Play][When

Digivolving] effect and all of my
Digimon gained <Blocker> and can't be
returned to hands or decks.
If [Sparrowmon] is then trashed from
this card's digivolution cards, what
happens to the effects that my Digimon
gained?

The effect has already activated, so
even without [Sparrowmon] in the
digivolution cards, the effect will
continue until the end of your
opponent's turn.

BT12-112 Shoutmon X7: Superior Mode
1 When playing this card, can the

[Shoutmon] I place in its digivolution
cards for its effect come from my hand,
breeding area, or trash?

No, it can't.
The effect only allows you to place a
[Shoutmon] from the battle area in its
digivolution cards.

2 When I activate the "When this card
would be played" effect and place
[Shoutmon] in this card's digivolution
cards, what happens to [Shoutmon]'s
digivolution cards?

They're trashed.

3 When this card's effect places
[Shoutmon] in this Digimon's
digivolution cards, what happens if
[Shoutmon] has [BT9-109 X Antibody]
in its digivolution cards?

It's not being trashed by the effect, it's
being trashed because of the rules, so
[BT9-109 X Antibody] does still get
trashed.

4 When I activate the "When this card
would be played" effect and place
[Shoutmon] in this card's digivolution
cards, can I first place cards for
DigiXros and only then place
[Shoutmon]?

No, you can't.
DigiXros is performed after all "would
be played" effects have activated.
Therefore, you must first place
[Shoutmon] in its digivolution cards for
the effect and then place cards under
the [Shoutmon] digivolution card for
the DigiXros.

5 [Shoutmon]'s digivolution cards are
trashed when I place it in this
Digimon's digivolution cards for the
"When this card would be played"
effect. Can I DigiXros with those
trashed cards and place them in this
Digimon's digivolution cards?

Yes, you can.



6 What does "∞ Digimon cards w/[Xros
Heart] or [Blue Flare] trait & different
card numbers" in this card's DigiXros
requirements mean?

It means that you can DigiXros with as
many cards as you like, as long as all
the cards have the [Xros Heart] or
[Blue Flare] trait and different card
numbers.

7 This card's DigiXros requirements say "
∞ Digimon cards," but is it still
considered DigiXros if I place 0 cards?

No, it's not DigiXros if you don't place
any cards.

8 If I place [Shoutmon] as a digivolution
card for this card's "When you would
play this card" effect, can I place
another card with the same number as
that [Shoutmon] as a digivolution card
under this Digimon for this card's
DigiXros?

Yes, you can.
A [Shoutmon] placed as a digivolution
card for this card's "When you would
play this card" effect is not treated as
placed by the DigiXros, so it is not
included in this card's "different card
numbers" DigiXros condition.

BT12-088 Takuya Kanbara
1 A Digimon with this card in its

digivolution cards attacked the player
while it had 10000 DP, then a security
check was performed. If the [Security]
effect on the flipped card reduces the
DP to 9000 or less, do I still activate
this card's "gain 2 memory" inherited
effect?

No. If the DP is not 10000 or more
when the effect activates, you can't
gain 2 memory.

2 How is the "When this Digimon checks
an opponent's security" effect gained
from this card's inherited effect
different from "When a card is removed
from your opponent's security stack"?

"When this Digimon checks an
opponent's security" is triggered when
the Digimon with the effect makes a
security check on the opponent due to
attacking them or after <Piercing>, for
example.
"When a card is removed from your
opponent's security stack" does trigger
from security checks, but it also
triggers when security cards are
removed for other reasons, such as
effects that trash the opponent's
security cards.

3 A Digimon with this card as a
digivolution card attacks a player and is
deleted in battle against a Security
Digimon. At that moment, can I
activate this card's inherited effect to
gain 2 memory?

No, this card's inherited effect is
triggered after [Security] effects but
before battling against the Security
Digimon.

BT12-089 Takato Matsuki
1 After I activate this card's [Main] effect

and place [Growlmon] and
[WarGrowlmon] in my [Guilmon]'s
digivolution cards. Can I choose to not
digivolve it into [Gallantmon] in my
hand?

Yes, you can.
In such cases, the cards placed in
[Guilmon]'s digivolution cards stay
there.

BT12-090 Davis Motomiya
1 Can I activate this card's [Your Turn]

effect when I attack with a 2-color
green/blue (in that specific order)
Digimon or with a Digimon that is blue
and green because of an effect?

Yes, you can.

2 Can I also activate this card's [Your
Turn] effect when my 3-color Digimon
with blue and green attacks?

Yes, you can.

BT12-092 Marcus Damon
1 This card's [Start of Your Main Phase]

effect allows this Tamer to be treated
as a Digimon. What does this mean,
exactly?

This Tamer can perform attacks just
like Digimon, and it can also be affected
by effects that target Digimon.
It can also be deleted in battle with a
Digimon or Security Digimon.



2 When the [Start of Your Main Phase]
effect has this card also be treated as a
Digimon, does this card get deleted
when an opponent's effect reduces its
DP to 0?

Yes, it's deleted.

3 When the [Start of Your Main Phase]
effect has this card also be treated as a
Digimon and then this card is
suspended, does that meet the "When
this Tamer becomes suspended"
condition in this card's [Your Turn]
effect?

Yes, it is met.
If this card's [Start of Your Main Phase]
effect is activated, this card is treated
as both a Digimon and a Tamer, so the
"When this Tamer becomes suspended"
condition is considered to be met when
this card is suspended.

4 When the [Start of Your Main Phase]
effect has this card also be treated as a
Digimon and then this Digimon is
placed in another Digimon's digivolution
cards by a "place 1 Digimon as another
Digimon's digivolution card" effect, is
this card treated as "a Digimon card in
digivolution cards" during that turn?

No, it's not.
This card's effect has the Tamer be
treated as a Digimon. As soon as it is
placed in another Digimon's digivolution
cards, it is treated as just a Tamer card
and any activated effects are lost.

BT12-098 Watchmaker
1 This cardʼs [On Play] effect reveals 3

cards. If the cards revealed only include
a Digimon card with <Save> in its text
or a card with the [Hunter] trait, can I
still add a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card
with <Save> in its text or a card with
the [Hunter] trait is among the cards
revealed, you can add it to your hand.

2 This cardʼs [On Play] effect reveals 3
cards. If both a Digimon card with
<Save> in its text and a card with the
[Hunter] trait are among the cards
revealed, can I choose to only add one
of them to my hand, and place the
remaining card at the bottom of my
deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1
Digimon card [...] and 1 card [...]
among them to your hand,” so you
must add as many cards to your hand
as possible.

BT12-099 Pyro Dragons
1 Does this card's [Main] effect let me

attack with a suspended Digimon or
with a Digimon that was played that
turn?

No, it doesn't.
This card's effect doesn't let you attack
with a Digimon that's in a state where
it can't attack.

2 When I use this card's [Main] effect to
attack, does the attacking Digimon's
[When Attacking] effect activate?

Yes, it activates.

BT12-100 Final Xros Blade
1 Does this card's [Main] effect let me

attack with a Digimon that was played
that turn?

No, it doesn't.
This card's effect doesn't let you attack
with a Digimon that's in a state where
it can't attack.

2 When I use this card's [Main] effect to
attack, does the attacking Digimon's
[When Attacking] effect activate?

Yes, it activates.

BT12-102 Great Maelstrom
1 When I use this card's effect to place a

blue Digimon as the bottom digivolution
card of another Digimon, what happens
to that Digimon's digivolution cards?

They're trashed.



2 When I use this card's effect to place a
blue Digimon as the bottom digivolution
card of another Digimon, what happens
if that Digimon has [BT9-109 X
Antibody] in its digivolution cards?

It's not being trashed by the effect, it's
being trashed because of the rules, so
[BT9-109 X Antibody] does still get
trashed.

BT12-104 Shining Blast
1 If I have a 2-color yellow/red Tamer,

can I count it as 2 Tamers for this
card's [Main] effect?

No, you can't.

2 If I have a 2-color yellow/red Tamer,
does this card's [Main] effect give 6 of
my opponent's Digimon -2000 DP for
the turn or 3 of my opponent's Digimon
-4000 DP for the turn?

3 of your opponent's Digimon get -
4000 DP.
This card's effect only targets 3 of your
opponent's Digimon.

BT12-105 Spiking Strike
1 If my Digimon attacks my opponent

who has 1 security card, and I've used
this card so its [Main] effect has given
an opponent's Digimon the [On
Deletion] effect, then delete that
Digimon with a [When Attacking]
effect, do I win the game by trashing
the security card before the check and
making it so I am attacking an
opponent with 0 security cards?

Yes, in such cases you win the game.

BT12-106 Gypt Particle Cannon
1 My opponent played a suspended

Digimon by an effect after I activated
this card's [Main] effect. Does my
opponent's Digimon unsuspend in my
opponent's next unsuspend phase?

No, it doesn't unsuspend.
This card reads "Your opponent's cards
don't unsuspend during their next
unsuspend phase," and this also affects
cards that were later played or moved
to the battle area.

BT12-107 Laplace's Demon
1 Can I choose an opponent's Digimon

with a "can't attack" effect as the target
when I activate this card's [Main]
effect?

Yes, you can. However, in such cases
the "can't attack" effect prevents
making the attack.

2 What happens if this card's effect
activates twice and 2 of my opponent's
Digimon gain the "[Start of Your Main
Phase] Attack with this Digimon"
effect?

At the start of your opponent's main
phase, the effects gained from this
card's effect are triggered at the same
time, and your opponent determines
which one activates first.
After effects such as [When Attacking]
have activated, and before the reaction
timing occurs, it is time to activate the
effect of the 2nd Digimon that was
pending activation. However, since the
1st Digimon is already attacking, the
effect ends without an attack made.
As a result, only the Digimon whose
effect was activated first can attack.

3 What happens if this card's effect is
activated on an opponent's Digimon
with an "[Opponentʼs Turn] This
Digimon isn't affected by your
opponentʼs effects" effect?

You can still choose a "this Digimon
isn't affected by your opponentʼs
effects" Digimon as a target for the
effect. As soon as it becomes your
opponent's turn, that opposing Digimon
loses the "this Digimon isn't affected by
your opponentʼs effects" effect and is
affected by this card's effect.
As a result, the attack occurs at the
start of the main phase.



BT12-110 Seventh Full Cluster
1 When exactly is the timing for "[Trash]

[Your Turn]"?
When this card is in your trash, the
effect can activate when one of your
Digimon digivolves into [Beelzemon (X
Antibody)].
[Trash] means that the card needs to
be in your trash for the effect to
activate.

2 What happens to the color
requirements and cost when I activate
this card's [Trash] effect?

When activating the effect from your
trash, it's not considered to be using an
Option card, so there are no color
requirements and no cost to be paid.

3 Are "when using an Option card" effects
triggered if I activate this card's [Trash]
effect?

No. Activating an effect from your trash
isn't considered to be using an Option
card, so they don't trigger.




